
The water our body needs

The Andromeda Biodynamiser allows you to 
Bio-dynamise and inform Light & Sound® 
water already purified.

Stylish and lightweight, it also broadcasts a 
radiation beneficial to the harmony of the room 
in which it is installed. Easy to install, a wall plug 
or electrical outlet is all that is needed.

ANDROMEDA MEETS A

VARIETY OF NEEDS

Ideal for those who are already equipped 
with a water purifier and want to go further 
with the quality of their water. It is the ideal 

complimentary equipment.

Ideal for those who drink bottled
water and wish to drink
bio-dynamised water.

Perfect for travellers who wish
to pursue their bio-dynamised daily

drinking water consumption.

ANDROMEDA
The Bio-dynamiser and Harmonizer

Andromeda
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Bio-dynamisation

Bio-dynamisation integrates into the water high frequency waves that are created by an oscillator and captured 
in a beeswax condenser. Two silver electrodes transmit these structuring energies. The first is placed in the bio 
filter and ensures a continuous dynamization of the water. The second electrode is spiral, and is immersed in the 
tank. Here it creates a constant process of dissemination of these waves – releasing silver ions into the water of 
the fountain. Bio-dynamisation is the transference of subtle energies found in high frequency waves permeated 
into water. The same waves that support harmony in universal life.
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Trace Elements Liberation

During bio-dynamisation, the electrode used loses tiny part of its weight in the form of trace elements. In this 
“nascent ion form", trace elements become immediately assimilated by our body.
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Information

Information Light & Sound®

Thanks to the innovative Aqua Dyn Auroville technology, 
water is constantly bathed in a light field carrying sound 
waves within the tank. A selected and recorded piece of 
music (Bach, Mozart, Beethoven...) is broadcast loop, carried 
by infrared or light radiation. These sound waves optimize the 
vibratory rate of the water and thus increase its living 
properties.
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www.aquadynauroville.com

With unusually high frequency 
vibrations, it makes it very easily 
assimilated by our cells. The body 
spends less energy for all metabolic 
functions. 

It helps cellular hydration and 
preserve our full well being, health 
and vitality potential.  

Aqua Dyn Auroville was started in 1994 in Auroville, the universal township 
for human unity. Aqua Dyn is a Research & Development Center on the 
benefits of pure and living water founder of bio-dynamisation and Light & 
Sound® Information . Aqua Dyn’s fountains give a water biocompatible 
with our body water, our “biological water”. 

R&D Center: an asset for health and well being
AQUA DYN AUROVILLE Your Adviser-authorized

Distributor Aqua Dyn Auroville


